Pollen dispersal in spatially aggregated populations.
We perform a theoretical study of effective pollen dispersal within plant populations exhibiting intraspecific spatial aggregation. We simulate nonuniform distributions of individuals by means of a Poisson cluster process and use an individual-based spatially explicit model of pollen dispersal to assess the effects of different aggregation patterns on the effective pollen pool size (N(ep)) and the axial variance of pollen dispersal (sigma (p)). Results show clear interactions between clumping and both N(ep) and sigma (p), whose precise form and intensity depend on the relative spatial scale of aggregation to pollen dispersal range. If clump size is small relative to dispersal range, clumping results in lower N(ep) and sigma (p) than in randomly distributed populations. Interestingly, by contrast, aggregation may actually enlarge N(ep) and has minimum impact on sigma (p) if clump size is near or above the scale of dispersal. High intraclump to global density ratios enhance the sensitivity of both N(ep) and sigma (p) to clumping, while leptokurtic pollen dispersal generates sharper reductions of both N(ep) and sigma (p) for small clump sizes and stronger increments of N(ep) for larger clump sizes. Overall, our results indicate that isolation-by-distance models in plants should not ignore the effects of intraspecific spatial aggregation on effective dispersal.